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The Role of Environmental Surveillance in Detecting Poliovirus Emergences in Africa, 

2018-2021 

In 1988, the World Health Assembly made a goal to eradicate poliomyelitis by the year 

2000. Since then, there has been more than a 99% reduction in cases (Morales et al., 2016). 

Although much progress has been made, we are still fighting to eradicate the virus in some 

regions. The World Health Organization (WHO) African Region recorded its last case of wild 

poliovirus in 2016, and the region was certified free of wild poliovirus in August 2020, a major 

public health victory (Makoni, 2020). However, the region continues to grapple with widespread 

outbreaks of circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) (Pandey, 2020).   

 Wild poliovirus (WPV) is the natural form of poliovirus, however there is another form 

that can appear in communities. Circulating VDPVs can emerge in settings with low poliovirus 

immunity and are neurovirulent, capable of causing paralysis (Alleman et al., 2020). This occurs 

when children are administered the oral polio vaccine (OPV). According to Bandyopadhyay and 

colleagues (2015), OPV is a very effective vaccine since it is a live, attenuated virus. It replicates 

in the gut, much like wild polio. The vaccine is excreted in stool, which can be spread from 

person to person, providing more protection within the community. However, in communities 

with low immunization rates, the weakened virus can spread from one unvaccinated child to 

another. Over a long period of time, if the virus continues to circulate undetected in the 

environment, then it can change into a cVDPV (Global Polio Eradication Initiative [GPEI], 

2021). The African cVDPV2 outbreaks are a result of many independent cVDPV2 emergences, 

some of which have circulated widely and crossed international borders.  

For example, the NIE-JIS-1 cVDPV2 emergence, which was initially detected through 

environmental surveillance (ES) in Jigawa state, Nigeria, has now spread internationally to nine 
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additional countries (i.e., Niger, Cameroon, Ghana, Benin, Chad, Togo, Cote d’Ivoire, Burkina 

Faso, and Guinea) and caused over 100 cases of paralysis. Acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) 

surveillance is the primary method for detecting circulating polioviruses (Alleman et al., 2020). 

A limitation to AFP surveillance (AFP-S) is that it relies on clinical presentation and, since less 

than 1 percent of individuals manifest paralytic symptoms, polioviruses can sometimes circulate 

months or years before being detected by AFP-S.  

Environmental Surveillance to Monitor Emergences and Prevent Outbreaks 

Environmental surveillance (ES) serves as a supplement to AFP-S and involves sewage 

sampling to test for the presence of polioviruses. Individuals infected with poliovirus shed 

millions of virus particles in their stool regardless of whether or not they develop paralysis. 

Therefore, ES can detect silent poliovirus transmission through sewage sampling before paralytic 

cases are detected via AFP-S. Environmental surveillance can complement AFP surveillance and 

has become a big component to the WHO’s 2019-2023 Polio Endgame Strategy (WHO, 2019). 

The sooner emerging polioviruses are detected, the sooner mitigation measures can be 

implemented to interrupt transmission.  

In Pakistan, a previous report on the use of viral genetics to quantify the impact of ES on 

WPV detection found that supplemental ES contributed to earlier detection of WPV and was 

more sensitive compared to AFP surveillance alone (Cowger, et al., 2017). Yet, no previous 

reports have detailed the effectiveness of regional ES in tracking a single emergence across 

multiple countries, such as the NIE-JIE-1 outbreak. The adoption of regional ES in Africa has 

expanded to 24 countries since its inception in 2011 (Hamisu et al., 2020 & Patel et al., 2019). 

This creates an opportunity to understand the effectiveness of ES in detecting and monitoring 

movement of the specific viral emergences causing cVDPV2 outbreaks.  
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Study Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to conduct a descriptive analysis focused on cVDPV2s and 

ES sites in Africa with an overall objective of evaluating the impact of ES in detecting 

transmission of specific cVDPV2 emergences. This manuscript will use methods to analyze 

viruses detected by AFP-S and ES to determine which method of surveillance first detected the 

emergence. This will show us the benefit of ES to move towards polio eradication in Africa and 

eventually, worldwide. If ES is a necessary surveillance tool, then additional surveillance sites 

may need to be implemented in communities of high risk. This is the first step in understanding 

how the virus travels in areas with poor immunization levels, which may trigger different 

interventions to eliminate this virus for good and reach every last child.  

Methods 

Surveillance Systems 

Environmental Surveillance 

ES sampling sites are chosen based on the Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI) 

recommendations (WHO, 2015). Within the 16 countries of interest, 336 sites were sampled 

monthly- the number of sites per country varied (Table 1). The GPEI suggests that ES sites 

should collect sewage from canals or water channels that are downstream of households and 

ensure that the watershed is used by 100,000-300,000 individuals. Once sewage is collected, then 

it is sent to a reference laboratory for processing.  

AFP Surveillance  

An individual that presents with AFP is a suspected polio case. A stool sample is 

collected and sent to the laboratory for processing as described by the GPEI (WHO, 2015).  

ES and AFP Diagnostics 
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Sewage samples from environmental surveillance and stool samples from AFP cases and 

contacts follow a similar laboratory algorithm. Both sample types are processed and inoculated 

into cells specific for poliovirus (RD and L20B) (Wood and Hull, 1999). If the cells show 

cytopathic effect, then poliovirus is suspected. A real-time RT-PCR reaction is run to 

intratypically differentiate the virus by serotype and genotype. Samples may then be sequenced 

for further characterization (Gerloff et al., 2018).  

Analysis of Laboratory Data 

Data collection 

All relevant information is collected from start to finish of the process. For this project, 

the data that was analyzed included any polio-positive result, which was filtered by the African 

region and countries that have detected the NIE-JIS-1 emergence. Descriptive information of the 

isolates is routinely recorded, including WHO region, country, province, city, year, date 

collected, site coordinates, serotype and genotype, nucleotide changes, emergence group, and 

data source was collected for each sample. The data sources included AFP cases and their 

contacts, as well positive results from community and environmental surveillance. For ES 

isolates, genetically identical viruses from the same batch were removed, however if multiple 

isolates per batch were genetically unique in the capsid regions, then they were included. This 

analysis mimics a similar project conducted in Pakistan (Cowger et al., 2017).  

Data management and visualizations  

The entire analysis used R programming software to manage, edit, analyze, and visualize 

the data in different ways to describe patterns or trends in data over time. The analysis was 

conducted to further understand the characteristics of the emergence and its transmission over 
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time throughout Africa. The aim was to describe polio surveillance in countries with NIE-JIS-1 

isolates in Africa. For this analysis, we considered all NIE-JIS-1 isolates region-wide through 

AFP surveillance and ES from January 2018 through August 2021 to understand three main 

points: 1) characteristics of polio surveillance systems in countries with NIE-JIS-1 isolates, 2) 

number of total cVDPV2 isolates and NIE-JIS-1 isolates by surveillance system, year, and 

country, and 3) characteristics of NIE-JIS-1 emergence detection by country. This data will help 

to compare the quality of AFP surveillance and ES to describe sensitivity and surveillance gaps 

in different regions.  

Results 

Since 2018, the presence of the NIE-JIS-1 emergence in Africa has increased over time 

(refer to Table 2 and Figure 1).  

 The NIE-JIS-1 emergence is the largest cVDPV2 emergence in Africa and has spread 

more widely than any other cVDPV2 group. A total of 862 AFP cVDPV2 isolates including 276 

isolates from contacts of AFP cases were identified. A total 381 ES cVDPV2 isolates from 336 

environmental sites over 16 countries. This grand total of 1243 cVDPV2 isolates from both 

surveillance systems from January 1, 2021 to August 31, 2021 (Table 3). Of these cVDPV2 

isolates that were identified, 59% of AFP isolates and 66% of environmental isolates were part of 

the NIE-JIS-1 emergence (Table 3).  

Describing the completeness of ES and AFP surveillance systems  

Detection of each emergence and surveillance system was recorded at the provincial 

level. All 16 countries had routine environmental surveillance and AFP surveillance. The NIE-

JIS-1 emergence was detected first by ES in seven countries. AFP surveillance detected the NIE-
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JIS-1 emergence in the remaining nine countries (Figure 2). The emergence started in Nigeria, 

and spread throughout West Africa, then to Central Africa. East Africa has identified cVDPV2 

isolates through both surveillance systems, but the NIE-JIS-1 emergence has not yet been 

detected in those countries. 

Visualizing genetic of NIE-JIS-1 drift over time 

As the NIE-JIS-1 emergence continues, its genetic makeup changes over time. The longer 

the virus is circulating undetected, the more changes it goes through. This can be seen through 

the number of nucleotide changes from the sequence of the isolate. Since 2018, the range of 

nucleotide changes seen in different countries ranges from 1 – 64 changes, resulting in a positive 

linear relationship between time and genetic changes (Figure 3).   

Discussion 

 

This analysis visualizes how the NIE-JIS-1 cVDPV2 emergence has drifted throughout 

Africa over time. By comparing two surveillance systems, we can determine whether ES is a 

reliable system to monitor poliovirus circulation to prevent AFP cases among children. Using ES 

to monitor circulation is also beneficial to identify isolates before they go trough too much 

genetic change and regain neurovirulence.   

A strength of this analysis is to predict where the virus will spread next or predict a future 

emergence. If we can determine circulation patterns and overlay that data with population centers 

and vaccination campaigns, then we can quickly establish ES sites in potential at-risk areas. If an 

area has a high, unvaccinated population, then ES can be setup in that area. Emergences begin in 

high-risk areas and follow along common travel routes. 
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A limitation to this study is that not all ES sites have been established since January 1, 

2018. This means that countries with newly implemented sites may not have been sampling 

environmental waters before the NIE-JIS-1 emergence reached their country. A deeper dive is 

required to determine when ES sites were implemented in various countries, compared to when 

the AFP case was detected.  

In addition to this ongoing research, there must be field work done in these areas as well. 

The circulation of cVDPV2s can be monitored in multiple ways, but without successful 

vaccination campaigns and vaccine education, polio will not be eradicated. Organizations must 

work together to help promote polio vaccines in these endemic areas. Since most vaccine 

hesitancy in this area is community-wide, diffusion of innovation theory could be implemented 

to spread our information throughout the community (Johns Hopkins, 2016). An influential 

leader from within the community could also be recruited to help spread our message (Shah, 

2016). When the message comes from within the community, members are more likely to 

follow.  

According to the data, proper ES site collection and monitoring can play a vital role in 

the road to eradication. A combination of proper surveillance systems, successful vaccination 

campaigns, and social acceptance will lead us to the final stages of eradication.  
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Table 1 

Number of environmental surveillance sites per country with the NIE-JIS-1 emergence. 

  

Country First Detection Date Onset/ 

Collection 

# of 
Sites 

Nigeria ENV 01/01/2018 188 

Niger AFP 04/15/2018 10 

Cameroon ENV 04/20/2019 49 

Ghana ENV 06/11/2019 21 

Benin AFP 06/30/2019 8 

Chad AFP 09/09/2019 5 

Togo AFP 09/13/2019 3 

Burkina Faso AFP 11/30/2019 6 

Guinea AFP 03/20/2020 9 

Mali AFP 05/20/2020 4 

Liberia ENV 08/04/2020 5 

Sierra Leone AFP 10/27/2020 5 

Senegal ENV 12/24/2020 2 

Congo AFP 2/10/2021 16 

Gambia ENV 06/09/2021 3 

Mauritania ENV 06/17/2021 2 
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Figure 1 

Spread of NIE-JIS-1 emergence throughout Africa over time. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Number of NIE-JIS-1 emergence isolates by surveillance system and year. 
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Table 3 

Number of total cVDPV2 isolates and NIE-JIS-1 isolates by surveillance system and country. 
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Figure 2 

Surveillance system to first detect NIE-JIS-1 emergence by country and detection year. 
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Figure 3 

Nucleotide changes over time by country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


